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Why we have to do boring 
stuff in NLP



Several ways in which 
punctuation is fascinating



Ways that punctuation
makes life difficult

• What’s the part of speech of this,
• PUBMED7951315-1:"The human eye 

malformation aniridia results from 
haploinsufficiency of PAX6, a paired box 
DNA-binding protein.
– Can you find PAX6, in your EntrezGene file?



One answer to the 
punctuation problem…

…delete it.



::::::::::::::
PUBMED10051005-9
::::::::::::::
"We calculated age related risks of all, colorectal, endometrial, and ovarian cancers in nt943+3 A-->T MSH2 
mutation carriers (n=76) for all patients and for men and women separately. "
[MSH2/COCA1/FCC1,Ovarian cancer/Ovarian cancers]
[10,6] 

0 NP_SEGMENT we{PN}
1 VP_SEGMENT calculated{V}
2 VP_SEGMENT related{V}
3 NP_SEGMENT age{N}
4 NP_SEGMENT risks{N}
5 PP_SEGMENT of{PREP}
6 NP_SEGMENT:DISEASE all{N} colorectal{UNK} endometrial{UNK} and{CONJ} ovarian{UNK:DISEASE} 
cancers{N:DISEASE}
7 PP_SEGMENT in{PREP}
8 NP_SEGMENT nt943+3{UNK}
9 NP_SEGMENT a{ART} >dash{N}
10 NP_SEGMENT:GENE t{UNK} msh2{UNK:GENE} mutation{N} carriers{N}

Turned a mutation into gibberish…

Turns “all” into modifier of 
the other quantifying 
adjectives…

Big deal, Kevin—that’s not a bug, it’s a 
feature!



• GO:0015189 Enables the directed movement of 
L-lysine, 2,6-diaminohexanoic acid, into, out of, 
within or between cells.

• GO:0018866 The chemical reactions and 
physical changes involving adamantanone, 
tricyclo(3.3.1.13,7)decanone, a white crystalline 
solid used as an intermediate for 
microelectronics in the production of 
photoresists.



OK, I accept that you 
shouldn’t blow it away, but 
surely it’s not interesting 

enough to keep track of…



List separator
What kind of cells got screened?

• Screening a library of clonal, germ-line 
competent, ENU-mutagenized ES cells 
shows a big series of allelic Smad2 
mutations. Smad2 has a role in 
chorioallantoic fusion & vascular 
development



List separator
What’s LAT, and what’s it do?

• LAT colocalizes with 2B4 in glycolipid-
enriched microdomains of the plasma 
membrane, is a required intermediate for 
2B4 signal transduction, and plays a role 
in 2B4-mediated cytotoxicity.



List separator
What’s a role being played in?

• the timing of IGF-II expression and 
regulation of its accessibility by IGFBP-5 
may play a role in anterior pituitary 
differentiation, survival, and/or proliferation



Clausal separators

• IFI16 expression is seen not only in 
hematopoietic cells but also in adult 
stratified squamous epithelia, especially 
parabasal cells in proliferating 
compartments, decreasing in more 
differentiated suprabasal layers, 
suggesting a role in differentiation.



Surely at least , and must be easy…

• abnormal expressions of COX-2, p53, 
PCNA, and nm23 associate with malignant 
potential, lymph node metastasis and 
clinical stage, and they might therefore 
play a role in development of gastric 
cancer



Clausal demarcators

• Expressed only in brain, rat FXYD7 is a 
type I membrane protein with N-terminal, 
post-translational Thr modifications, 
important for stability. FXYD7 is a tissue-
and isoform-specific Na,K-ATPase 
regulator. It may play a role in neuronal 
excitability.



Appositives…

• The phosphorylation state of STAT3 plays 
a role in the phenotype of NRP-154, a 
tumorigenic prostatic epithelial cell line, 
but does not play a role in the phenotype 
of NRP-152, a non-tumorigenic prostatic
epithelial cell line.



Appositive defined

• Two things put together without a 
connector, and they’re the same thing
– NRP-154, a cell line appositive
– NRP-154, which is a cell line not appositive

• “…a sequence of units which are 
constituents at the same grammatical 
level, and which have an identity or 
similarity of reference” (Crystal)



Appositives

• signature of directional selection on FY*O 
in sub-Saharan Africa; understanding the 
extent to which natural selection has also 
played a role in the extreme geographic 
differentiation of the other derived allele at 
this locus, FY*A



• IGFBP-1 plays a role in placentation and 
suggests that IGFBP-1 has a pathological 
role in preeclampsia, a disorder 
characterized by shallow uterine invasion 
and altered placental development



Appositives

• MEST, a gene with a putative 
mesenchymal cell-derived protein, 
conceivably plays a role in mammalian 
metanephric development



Maybe you know it’s an appositive 
if you see , DET…

• Mutations in the HEXA gene, encoding the 
alpha-subunit of beta-hexosaminidase A (Hex 
A), that abolish Hex A enzyme activity cause 
Tay-Sachs disease (TSD), the fatal infantile form 
of G(M2) gangliosidosis, Type 1. (OMIM)

• On the basis of the present study, the 
mechanism of anhaptoglobinemia and the 
mechanism of anomalous inheritance of Hp 
phenotypes were well explained. (OMIM)



Maybe you know it’s an appositive 
if you see , a…

• Following the birth of two infants with Tay-Sachs 
disease (TSD), a non-Jewish, Pennsylvania 
Dutch kindred was screened for TSD carriers 
using the biochemical assay.

• PUBMED1776638-3The breakpoints in the 
present case and in 3 previously reported 5q-
patients with adenomatous polyposis coli 
suggest that the gene responsible for GS/or 
familial polyposis coli (FPC) is in the 5q22 
region, a result consistent with the findings of 
linkage studies.



• PUBMED8088831-2:"Recently, a 
missense mutation was identified in 
human ASPA coding sequence from 
patients with Canavan disease. "

• PUBMED492812-2:"To explore the 
pathogenesis of recurrent neisserial
infections in C6 deficiency, a detailed 
analysis of her immune competence was 
conducted. "



• PUBMED3393536-7:"In one of the 
commonest, G6PD Mediterranean, which 
is associated with favism among other 
clinical manifestations, a single amino acid 
replacement was found (serine---
phenylalanine): it must be responsible for 
the decreased stability and the reduced 
catalytic efficiency of this enzyme. "



• These results establish a molecular link 
between HFE and a key protein involved 
in iron transport, the TfR, and raise the 
possibility that alterations in this regulatory 
mechanism may play a role in the 
pathogenesis of hereditary 
hemochromatosis.



• Sir2 interacts with members of the 
Hairy/Deadpan/E(Spl) family of bHLH
euchromatic repressors, key regulators of 
Drosophila development. Sir2 plays a role 
in both euchromatic repression and 
heterochromatic silencing.



Which , introduces an appositive?

• Arsenite inhibited the thrombomodulin
(TM) mRNA expression and reduced the 
TM antigen level in microvascular
endothelial cells, but not umbilical vein 
endothelial cells, suggesting a role in 
Blackfoot disease, a peripheral vascular 
occlusive disease.



• Loss of RhoB did not adversely affect mouse 
development, fertility, or wound healing. 
However, embryo fibroblasts cultured in vitro 
exhibited a defect in motility, suggesting that 
RhoB has a role in this process that is 
conditional on cell stress

• FOG-2, in addition to GATA-4, has a role in early 
gonadal development and sexual differentiation, 
and FOG-1 at later fetal stages, while GATA-1 
executes its action postnatally



Hyphens

• Expressed only in brain, rat FXYD7 is a 
type I membrane protein with N-terminal, 
post-translational Thr modifications, 
important for stability. FXYD7 is a tissue-
and isoform-specific Na,K-ATPase 
regulator. It may play a role in neuronal 
excitability.

Function/semantics of each one the same?



Hyphens

• data represent the first evidence for role in 
regulating cell-cell and cell-substrate 
adhesion and support a role in the 
progression of carcinoma



Hyphens

• CRMP-1 and CRMP-2 have a role in 
RhoA-dependent signaling, through 
interaction with and regulation of 
ROKalpha



Hyphens

• Lack of STAT3beta function in a 
differentiation-competent murine cell line 
expressing human G-CSFR argues 
against its having a role in Kip1 expression 
or neutrophil differentiation.



Hyphens

• up-regulated by the AML1-MTG8 fusion 
protein, suggesting a role in the 
granulocytic maturation characteristic of 
the t(8;21) acute myelogenous leukemia



Hyphens

• The 677C-->T mutation of MTHFR was 
present in 26.1% of adults with idiopathic 
osteonecrosis of the femur head and 
appears to have a role in the complex 
pathophysiology of the disease.



Hyphens

• GO:0019349 The chemical reactions and 
physical changes involving ribitol, a 
pentitol derived formally by reduction of 
the -CHO group of either D- or L-ribose. It 
occurs free in some plants and is a 
component of riboflavin.



• GO:0009166 The breakdown into simpler 
components of nucleotides, any 
nucleoside that is esterified with 
(ortho)phosphate or an oligophosphate at 
any hydroxyl group on the glycose moiety; 
may be mono-, di- or triphosphate; this 
definition includes cyclic-nucleotides 
(nucleoside cyclic phosphates).



Hyphens

• P53-
• Cl-
• -fever



Well…at least periods
are easy, right?

• PUBMED116187-1:"Pyruvate carboxylase (E.C. activity was determined in the circulating 
peripheral lymphocytes and cultured skin fibroblasts from the family of a patient with hepatic, 
cerebral, renal cortical, leukocyte, and fibroblast pyruvate carboxylase deficiency PC Portland 
deficiency. "

• PUBMED2303408-1:"To ascertain the molecular mechanism that causes murine C5 deficiency, 
genomic and cDNA libraries were constructed from mouse liver DNA and mRNA employing the 
congenic strains B10.D2/nSnJ and B10.D2/oSnJ that are sufficient and deficient for C5, 
respectively. "

• PUBMED492335-8:"Using similar methods, we now find that C5 deficiency in each of five different 
mouse strains (AKR, SWR, DBA/2J8 A/HeJ and B10.D2/old line) is due to a failure in secretion of 
C5 protein and not to a failure in biosynthesis of pro-C5.. "

• PUBMED523196-2:"He has been found to have a variant of hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl
transferase (HPRT; E.C.2.4.2.8) distinct from the enzyme present in patients with the Lesch-
Nyhan syndrome. "

• PUBMED9620771-3:"Recent studies in animal models elucidated a central role of alpha-MSH in 
the regulation of food intake by activation of the brain melanocortin-4-receptor (MC4-R; refs 3-5) 
and the linkage of human obesity to chromosome 2 in close proximity to the POMC locus, led to 
the proposal of an association of POMC with human obesity.The dual role of alpha-MSH in 
regulating food intake and influencing hair pigmentation predicts that the phenotype associated 
with a defect in POMC function would include obesity, alteration in pigmentation and ACTH 
deficiency. "



• Anticancer-drug-induced apoptotic cell 
death in leukemia cells is associated with 
proteolysis of beta-catenin. beta-Catenin
plays a role in promoting Jurkat survival.



• PUBMED1682919-8: Thus, PRAD1 is an excellent candidate "BCL1 
oncogene." Its overexpression may be a key consequence of 
rearrangement of the BCL1 vicinity in B-cell neoplasms and a 
unifying pathogenetic feature in centrocytic lymphoma.

• PUBMED9620771-3:"Recent studies in animal models elucidated a 
central role of alpha-MSH in the regulation of food intake by 
activation of the brain melanocortin-4-receptor (MC4-R; refs 3-5) 
and the linkage of human obesity to chromosome 2 in close 
proximity to the POMC locus, led to the proposal of an association of 
POMC with human obesity.The dual role of alpha-MSH in regulating 
food intake and influencing hair pigmentation predicts that the 
phenotype associated with a defect in POMC function would include 
obesity, alteration in pigmentation and ACTH deficiency. "



• PUBMED10446227-7: Schizo-
saccharomyces pombe rhp7 or rhp16 
deficient cells are, in contrast to 
S.cerevisiae rad7 and rad16 mutants, not 
sensitive to UV irradiation. 



• PUBMED10714282-2: MATERIAL AND METHODS: We 
get for the CCT four measurements: two with low 
intensity of stimulus, 5% plus the motor threshold, with 
and without facilitation (CCT1 and CCT1 fac.); and two 
with high intensities of stimulus, elevating the magnetic 
stimulation intensity to 1.5 times the threshold CCT2 and 
CCT2 fac.

• PUBMED10805747-12: The apparent dependence of 
Swe1p degradation on localization of the Hsl1p-Hsl7p-
Swe1p module to a site that exists only in budded cells 
may constitute a mechanism for deactivating the 
morphogenesis checkpoint when it is no longer needed 
i.e., after a bud has formed.



• PUBMED11020214-1: It was recently 
demonstrated that the yeast homologue of 
phosphatidylinositol 4-kinasebeta PIK1 is 
directly associated with frq1, the yeast 
homologue of mammalian neuronal 
calcium sensor-1 (NCS-1) Hendricks et al., 
1999 Nat.



• Gamma-adaptin interacts directly with Rabaptin-5 through its ear 
domain.The interaction may play a role in membrane trafficking between the
trans-Golgi network and endosomes.

• the c.199G-->A polymorphism in hAGRP could play a role in the 
development of human obesity in an age-dependent fashion

• The 677C-->T mutation of MTHFR was present in 26.1% of adults with 
idiopathic osteonecrosis of the femur head and appears to have a role in the 
complex pathophysiology of the disease.

• Genomic deletion of DLC-1 was observed in 40% of breast tumors, whereas 
reduced levels of DLC-1 mRNA were seen in 70% of breast, 70% of colon, 
50% of prostate tumor cell lines.DLC-1 gene plays a role in breast cancer 
by acting as a tumor suppressor gene

• A conserved exonic splicing silencer element (CE(16)) in protein 4.1R exon
16 (E16) interacts with hnRNP A/B proteins & plays a role in repression of 
E16 splicing during early erythropoiesis

• Kir6.2 has a role in maintaining homeostasis and adapting to stress
• SP-A has a role in protecting the intact animal against IAV infection.SP-A 

reduces IAV virulence independently of direct viral neutralization



Surely a simple application could work 
without getting tokenization right….
• The formation from simpler components of (+)-camphor, a bicyclic

monoterpene ketone.

[NP [NP The/the/DT formation/formation/NN NP] [PP from/from/IN [NP 
simpler/simple/JJR components/component/NNS NP] PP] NP]

of/of/IN
(/(/
[NP +/+/NN NP]
)/)/
-/-/
[NP camphor/camphor/NN NP]
,/,/
[NP a/a/DT bicyclic/bicyclic/JJ monoterpene/monoterpene/NN

ketone/ketone/NN NP]
././



For Tuesday…

• Write a tokenizer
• Mail me zipped code and output by 1 hour 

before class
• Input: a directory containing files
• Each file contains a single line of data
• Output: for each file, a file with the 

extension .out.txt
• What would you want your tokenized 

output to look like?



Option 1: insert whitespace

may play a role in the regulation of IFN-gamma-mediated apoptosis.

may play a role in the regulation of IFN-gamma - mediated apoptosis .



Option 2: one per line
may play a role in the regulation of IFN-gamma-mediated apoptosis.

may 
play 
a 
role 
in 
the 
regulation 
of 
IFN-gamma
-
mediated 
apoptosis
.



Option 3: XML

• <sentence><w c="NN">IL-2</w> <w 
c="NN">gene</w> <w c="NN">expression</w> 
<w c="CC">and</w> <w c="NN">NF-kappa</w> 
<w c="NN">B</w> <w c="NN">activation</w> 
<w c="IN">through</w> <w c="NN">CD28</w> 
<w c="VBZ">requires</w> <w 
c="JJ">reactive</w> <w c="NN">oxygen</w> 
<w c="NN">production</w> <w c="IN">by</w> 
<w c="NN">5-lipoxygenase</w><w 
c=".">.</w></sentence>



Option 4: standoff
may play a role in the regulation of IFN-gamma-mediated apoptosis.

may 
play 
a 
role 
in 
the 
regulation 
of 
IFN-gamma
-
mediated 
apoptosis
.

0-3
4-8 
9-10 
11-15
16-18 
19-22
23-33 
34-36
37-46
46-47
47-55 
56-65
65-66



What’s a token?

• Any word
• Any punctuation mark that’s not part of the 

word
• Apostrophes:

– Myoglobin’s
– It’s

• Hyphens:
– Don’t break up the parts of a name
– Do break up two separate words
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